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Optimally Distributed Receiver Placements Versus an
Environmentally Aware Source: New England Shelf

Break Acoustics Signals and Noise Experiment
William K. Stevens , Martin Siderius , Matthew J. Carrier , and Drew Wendeborn

Abstract—This article describes the results of the Spring of
2021 New England Shelf Break Acoustics (NESBA) Signals and
Noise experiment as they pertain to the optimization of a field
of passive receivers versus an environmentally aware source with
end-state goals. A discrete optimization has been designed and used
to demonstrate providing an acoustic system operator with action-
able guidance relating to optimally distributed receiver locations
and depths and likely mean source detection times and associated
uncertainties as a function of source and receiver levels of environ-
mental awareness. The uncertainties considered here are those due
to the imperfect spatial and temporal sensing of the water column,
ambient noise (AN), and the seabed, and the impact this has on
ocean forecasting and acoustic performance prediction accuracy.
As a part of the NESBA experiment, high-resolution (1 km spatial)
regional Navy Coastal Ocean Model ensemble forecasts were gen-
erated to capture oceanographic variability and uncertainty. Pas-
sive AN-based seabed measurements were conducted to estimate
seabed properties including variability and uncertainty. Extensive
AN and conductivity, temperature, and depth measurements were
also conducted. In this article, operationally relevant metrics are
employed to estimate the potential value-added of optimal receiver
location and depth placements as a function of source end-state
goals and assumed level of environmental awareness. A concept for
generating stochastic acoustic prediction metrics and associated
optimally distributed receiver locations and depths in an opera-
tional environment is proposed.

Index Terms—Cumulative probability of detection (CPD),
distributed acoustic receiver placement optimization, passive
sonar, uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

OCEAN acoustic predictions, especially in littoral regions,
are subject to large uncertainties due to both ocean sta-

tistical fluctuations [1], [2], [3] and uncertainties in key model
parameters relating to oceanography [four-dimensional (4-D)
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sound speed profiles (SSPs)], the seabed, and ambient noise
(AN). Despite this fact, ocean acoustic predictions are not gen-
erally presented to acoustic system operators with uncertainty
bounds [4], [5], [6].

Transmission loss (TL) modeling is complicated by acoustic
propagation conditions that are driven by temporal and spatial
variations and uncertainties in ocean surface conditions (winds
and waves), water column variations with depth (temperature
and salinity), bathymetry, and complex seabed characteristics
[6], [7]. In the New England Shelf Break Acoustics (NESBA)
experiment area, the proximity of the Gulf Stream results in
eddy formation and frontal position changes that can dramati-
cally alter local sound speeds versus depth and range. Seabed
variations from the continental shelf to slope to deeper plateau
regions can also be significant. Uncertainties in water column
and seabed properties can be reduced using in situ onboard and
offboard measurement systems. Nevertheless, TL variability and
uncertainty can, and often do, result in significant mismatch
between deterministic sonar performance predictions and at-sea
measurements and real-world sonar performance.

Similarly, AN modeling [8] is complicated by the character-
istics of noise due to wind, wave action, rain, biologics, and
shipping as a function of time, direction, and location over a
broad range of tactical frequencies. This is again especially true
in the NESBA experiment area due to high levels of shipping
and fishing activity and the proximity of the Gulf Stream. Sonar
system planning ashore typically employs Wentz curve data [9]
or other AN databases [10] to estimate likely AN values, leading
often to substantial mismatches between planned and actual
sonar system performance. Once in situ, however, onboard or
offboard AN measurements can be used to reduce AN estimation
errors. Nevertheless, as with TL, AN variability and uncer-
tainty can result in a substantial mismatch between deterministic
sonar performance predictions and at-sea measurements and
real-world sonar performance.

In addition to the inherent uncertainties in the estimation of
mean TL and AN levels, random statistical fluctuations in re-
ceived signal are known to exist due to moving inhomogeneities
in the sea caused by source and receiver motion, surface and
internal waves, etc. [1], [2], [3]. These fluctuations are especially
pronounced for narrowband signals, causing spurious or erratic
sonar detections [1], [2].

This article addresses the degree to which the improved
ocean environmental awareness demonstrated in the NESBA
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experiment [11] could lead to improved passive sonar source
detection and localization performance. A simplified problem
is considered in which a source is detected with spatial uncer-
tainty at time zero, the source is known to have the end-state
goal of transiting to any one of a collection of known loca-
tions as quickly as possible while minimizing its probability
of counter-detection, and the sonar operator’s goal is to pas-
sively redetect and localize the source as quickly as possible.
Both the source and the sonar operator are assumed to have
known degrees of ocean environmental awareness pertaining to
oceanography (range-dependent temperature and salinity ver-
sus depth), AN, and seabed characteristics. The objective of
this article is to assess the extent to which the advanced en-
vironmental sensing and ocean modeling initiatives explored
as a part of the 2021 NESBA Signals and Noise experiment
could be successfully leveraged in support of this simple op-
erational problem, with the expectation that the methods de-
scribed herein are likely applicable to more complex operational
problems.

Cold War era approaches to this problem [12], [13] were
developed for deep water ocean areas in which a single median
detection range (MDR) could plausibly be assumed to represent
the acoustics for the full search area of interest. In such an
area, this MDR could be employed to determine an optimal
distributed receiver field with uniform spacings (typically equal
to some multiple of MDR) and depth. In shallow or littoral water
areas, however, this assumption of MDR uniformity is typically
invalid and hence distributed receiver fields with uniform spac-
ing and depths are likely to be substantially suboptimal. In the
NESBA experiment area, for instance, the acoustic conditions
are strongly nonuniform due to high levels of shipping and
fishing activity resulting in highly variable and directional AN,
the presence of the Gulf Stream resulting in eddy formation
and frontal position changes, and complex seabed characteristics
given that the NESBA area spans the continental shelf, slope,
and deeper ocean plateau areas. The work described here could
provide the basis for a new class of acoustic operator decision
support tools capable of exploiting environmental sensing and
high-resolution ocean modeling with ensembles for the purpose
of generating optimal distributed passive receiver placement
locations and depths.

While this article focuses on the optimization of a distributed
field of passive receivers, the proposed methodology for leverag-
ing NESBA like environmental forecast data and measurements
is not limited to this case. We anticipate that the approach
proposed here could be leveraged in support of the optimal
employment of bistatic, multistatic [14], [15], [16], or other
distributed sensor fields.

II. NESBA SIGNALS AND NOISE EXPERIMENT

In this section, we describe the NESBA Signals and Noise
experiment along with the ocean modeling and data postanalysis
approaches used to calculate seabed properties and uncertainties,
TL and AN mean levels and uncertainties, and signal excess (SE)
fluctuation statistics.

A. NESBA Signals and Noise Experiment

The NESBA Signals and Noise experiment was conducted
in April–May 2021 as a collaboration between Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute and Portland State University. The goal
of the experiment was to assess the potential for sonar predic-
tion effectiveness gain given improved environmental aware-
ness. This article addresses the NESBA subgoal of demon-
strating the degree to which high-resolution regional Navy
Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) ocean modeling with ensem-
ble forecasts and enhanced environmental sensing could be
leveraged to enable the optimization of a field of passive re-
ceivers versus an environmentally aware source with end-state
goals.

During NESBA, AN data were collected using four drifting
vertical line arrays (VLAs) launched from the R/V Endeavor
and deployed on a buoyancy engine, each with a hover depth
of 10–20 m from the seabed, in three separate deployments as
described in Table I. Each VLA was composed of 16 hydrophone
elements with 1-m spacing recording at a 10-kHz sample rate.
The three survey regions are pictured in Fig. 1.

Conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) profiles were
collected from the R/V Endeavor using a Sea Bird Electronics
SBE 911+ CTD and processed using Seasoft software. A CTD
profile was collected immediately prior to deployment of each
VLA and again after each VLA was recovered. During the array
deployment periods, CTD profiles also were collected along
transects in the vicinity of the drifting arrays.

During the first two array deployments, only AN data was
collected. In the final deployment, NUWC J-15 and ITC 1007
acoustic sources were towed in the vicinity of the drifting arrays.
The J-15 source transmitted a series of tones at 53, 97, 147,
and 223 Hz and then a linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal
from 50 to 1000 Hz. The ITC 1007 source transmitted a 2–4-kHz
LFM followed by a 2–4 kHz m-sequence signal, both with 1-s
durations.

Additional CTD data were collected from the R/V Armstrong,
R/V Sharp, and Ocean Observatories Initiative fixed moorings
in the area, as summarized in Table II. The R/V Sharp also
towed a profiling Scanfish instrument collecting CTD data along
13 transects. These CTD and Scanfish data collections were
conducted over the full duration of the NESBA experiment.
Table II summarizes all CTD data collected during NESBA.

Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of NESBA area sea surface temper-
ature (SST) during the time-period of the experiment. The left
panel shows SST on May 21, 2021 at 0900 Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) based on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) daily
merged, multisensor, multiscale, ultrahigh resolution (MUR)
SST product. The right panel shows SST based on one NCOM
ensemble forecast for the same day and time. The JPL SST data
shows the Gulf Stream to the south and the formation of a warm
core eddy to the west of the NESBA experiment area. It also
shows some warm water incursions into the southern portion of
the experiment area. The NCOM ensemble has similar features
for this specific ensemble; other NCOM ensembles have similar
levels of agreement with the JPL data.

This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination. 
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TABLE I
NESBA AN DATA COLLECTIONS

Fig. 1. NESBA Signals and Noise experiment area with North, Southwest, and Southeast survey locations.

TABLE II
CTD DATA COLLECTIONS

B. NCOM Ensemble Forecasts

The NCOM is an operational U.S. Navy regional ocean model.
During NESBA, 50 NCOM 96-h ensemble forecasts were gen-
erated daily in the roughly 6° × 6° region just south of the New
England coast from 73.0° W to 67.0° W longitude and 37.0° N
to 42.5° N latitude (see Fig. 3). These runs were conducted with
1 km horizontal resolution and 50 vertical levels (25 bathymetry
following levels and 25 constant depth levels) extending past
4500 m depth in the deepest part of the domain. Standard
observation sources assimilated included satellite SST from
the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
16, Meteorological Operational Satellite (METOP), Visible In-
frared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), and ocean-bound

ship observations and NOAA buoys; satellite sea surface height
anomaly (SSHA) from JASON-3, Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, and
SARAL/AltiKa DP; and ocean temperature and salinity profiles
from the ARGO program. The NCOM forecasts generated dur-
ing the NESBA experiment are referred to in this article as the
NCOM baseline forecasts.

After the conclusion of the NESBA experiment, an NCOM en-
semble reanalysis was conducted for the full NESBA timeframe
with the added assimilation of all water-column measurements
described above in Section II-A. The NCOM forecasts generated
post-NESBA are referred to in this article as the NCOM nature
reanalysis.

See the Appendix for a more detailed description of these
NCOM ocean model ensemble runs.
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Fig. 2. NESBA area SST on May 21, 2021, 0900 GMT. Left: SST based on JPL MUR product. Right: SST based on one NCOM ensemble forecast.

Fig. 3. NCOM domain used for modeling experiments. Color contours indicate ocean bathymetry in meters based on the General Bathymetric Chart of the Ocean
(GEBCO) [18].

NCOM ensemble forecasts are used here as the means to
capture oceanographic uncertainty under the supposition that
the 50 NCOM ensemble forecasts generated as described in the
Appendix provide a capture of the span of likely true ocean
states. In addition, the NCOM nature ensemble mean reanalysis
is assumed to be the best capture of the true ocean state. This
NCOM reanalysis is used here as the “nature” environment,
i.e., it is used as the best estimate of the true ocean state
consistent with what is typically referred to as an Observing
System Simulation Experiment [17] analysis approach.

C. Noise-Based Seabed Mean and Uncertainty Estimation

Seabed properties and their uncertainties are needed to es-
timate TL and TL uncertainty levels. TL models typically
are based upon seabed parameters such as sound speed,
attenuation, and density. During the NESBA experiment, bot-
tom loss measurements were conducted using a technique
based on wind-driven ambient sound [19]. This method, com-
monly referred to as R-θ (as in reflection loss versus angle),
is a relatively simple method that only requires beamforming

This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination. 
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Fig. 4. Measured seabed attenuation probability distributions. Left: North survey area. Middle: Southeast survey area. Right: Southwest survey area.

surface generated noise primarily from wind and received on
a vertical hydrophone array. In the NESBA experiment, four
16-hydrophone VLAs with 1 m element spacing were deployed
in three separate locations denoted as the North, Southwest,
and Southeast sites in Table I. The arrays drifted in water
depths that varied from approximately 70–500 m. The arrays
were self-recording with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and
all analysis was done at two frequencies of 250 and 625 Hz. The
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) was taken for the sum
of the results at the two frequencies. During the experiment, the
wind speed varied from 0 to 20 m/s and therefore the surface
wave noise also changed during the experiment. The data used
here were chosen during periods with sustained wind speeds
> 10 m/s. The data processing consisted of dividing the time
series data into nonoverlapping snapshots of length 0.4096 s
and transforming to the frequency domain using a 4096-sample
length fast Fourier transform (FFT). The data snapshots were
averaged for 1 min.

Once the data covariance matrix was computed, these data
were beamformed and the power reflection loss and bottom loss
were estimated. Each beamformed minute of data was compared
against modeled data spanning a state space of seabed sound
speed, attenuation, and density parameters. The parameters that
corresponded to the MMSE for each realization were saved and
results from all realizations were combined to produce a mean
value.

The result of this passive, noise-based seabed characterization
processing is shown in Figs. 4–6 for each of the three esti-
mated seabed parameters. These plots show seabed parameter
probability density functions (PDFs) in the North survey area,
which is centered on [40.49N,–70.53W] (left panel), the South-
east survey area centered on [39.95N,–71.05W] (middle panel),
and the Southwest survey area centered on [39.91N,–70.78W]
(right panel).

It should be noted here that, for simplicity, this three-
parameter seabed model was used with the goal of representing
the main features of the seabed bottom loss curve. This is
meant to capture an effective seabed for the frequencies under
consideration and is not a detailed geo-acoustic model that might
be applicable over a wider band of frequencies.

D. TL Mean and Uncertainty Estimation

TL mean and standard deviation versus range, due to
uncertainties in oceanography, the seabed, and combined
oceanography plus seabed, have been computed using the
Range-dependent acoustic model (RAM) [20], [21]. These TL
calculations have been conducted at the geographic centers
of the three survey locations listed in Table I. At each survey
location, TL calculations were performed along the eight radials
ranging from 45° to 360° in steps of 45°.

Range-dependent SSPs were extracted from the NESBA
NCOM ensemble forecasts discussed in Section II-B. Each
GMT 00 ensemble forecast (having 96-h duration in 3-h time
steps) represents one possible ocean state realization for the
times and locations of interest. Collectively, the full set of
NCOM ensemble forecasts represents a likely range of fore-
cast ocean states given expected uncertainties in NCOM initial
conditions and model approximations. Accordingly, NCOM
ensembles are used here to estimate TL mean and uncertainty
versus range due to uncertainties in oceanography. Fig. 7 shows
TL uncertainty versus range (left column) and associated TL
mean and standard deviation versus range (right column) due to
oceanographic uncertainties in the Southwest survey area for
source depth = 25 m, source frequency = 250 Hz, and four
receiver depths (30, 60, 120, and 300 m). The horizontal red
line in each of these plots is FOM = SL – AN + DI – RD,
where SL = source level (assumed here to be 150 dB),
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Fig. 5. Measured seabed density probability distributions. Left: North survey area. Middle: Southeast survey area. Right: Southwest survey area.

Fig. 6. Measured seabed sound speed probability distributions. Left: North survey area. Middle: Southeast survey area. Right: Southwest survey area.

AN = mean measured omnidirectional AN in the South-
west survey area, DI = directivity index, and RD = recog-
nition differential. DI and RD are both set to nominal val-
ues of 0 dB. This same information has been computed for
all three survey areas and all relevant source and receiver
depths.

Similarly, NESBA AN-based seabed measurements, as dis-
cussed in Section II-C, are used to derive likely seabed den-
sity, attenuation, and sound speed distributions in relevant
NESBA shelf and slope experimentation areas. These distri-
butions in seabed parameters are used to estimate TL versus

range mean and uncertainty due to uncertainties and variations
in seabed composition. Ocean bathymetry is represented using
the GEBCO gridded bathymetric data set [18]. Fig. 8 shows
TL uncertainty versus range (left column) and associated TL
mean and standard deviation versus range (right column) due
to seabed uncertainties in the Southwest survey area for source
depth = 25 m, source frequency = 250 Hz, and four receiver
depths (30, 60, 120, and 300 m) where again each row corre-
sponds to one receiver depth. This same information has been
computed for all survey areas and selected source and receiver
depths.
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Fig. 7. Example TL sensitivity to oceanographic uncertainty at the Southwest survey area center location for source depth = 25 m, source frequency = 250 Hz,
and eight radials. The horizontal red line in each plot is the estimated local figure of merit (FOM). Left column: TL uncertainty versus range. Right column: TL
mean (solid blue line) and standard deviation (dashed blue lines) versus range. Rows: Receiver depths = 30, 60, 120, and 300 m.

Finally, the mean and uncertainty of TL versus range due to
combined uncertainties in oceanography and seabed parameters
are computed using RAM and the combined effects of NCOM
ensemble forecasts and seabed parameter PDFs as illustrated in
Fig. 9. This same information has been computed for all survey
areas and selected source and receiver depths.

E. AN Mean and Uncertainty Estimation

Ocean AN data were collected using four drifting, VLAs
hovering less than 50 m above the seafloor at three survey
locations during the experiment. A series of 1-min duration
recordings were converted to micropascals and the average sig-
nal was calculated across all hydrophone elements. The power
spectral density (PSD) from 50 to 500 Hz was calculated using
Welch’s method at 1 Hz bin spacing for each recording. Using the

magnitude of the PSDs, the mean and standard deviation at each
frequency bin were reported for each of the three experiment
locations. These AN measurements are used here to capture AN
mean and uncertainty at the three survey locations and survey
times in the NESBA experiment area.

The result of the AN data processing described above is
shown in Figs. 10–12 for each of the three survey locations.
These plots show measured AN mean and standard deviation
versus frequency for frequencies in the range of 50–500 Hz (left
panel) and the AN power distribution in the 250-Hz band (right
panel).

Note that despite the likely importance of AN directionality
and time dependence in and around the NESBA experiment
site, given its proximity to commercial shipping lanes and
fishing activity, it was outside the scope of the NESBA exper-
iment to measure anything beyond omnidirectional AN with
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Fig. 8. Example TL sensitivity to seabed uncertainty in the Southwest survey area for source depth = 25 m and source frequency = 250 Hz. The horizontal
red line in each plot is the estimated local FOM. Left column: TL uncertainty versus range. Right column: TL mean and standard deviation versus range.
Rows: Receiver depths = 30, 60, 120, and 300 m.

uncertainties over a few days duration at each of the three survey
areas. A substantially greater data collection effort would have
been required to adequately capture the NESBA area directional
AN statistics.

F. SE Fluctuation Statistics

Measured TL taken at a single frequency is known to fluctuate
in time due to a variety of factors including source–receiver
motion, oceanography (e.g., internal waves), scattering, and
changes in the background noise. These fluctuations play an
important role in detection. Although somewhat counter-
intuitive, fluctuations can actually improve detection perfor-
mance in many cases [1], [2], [3]. If the signal, in the absence
of fluctuations, is below a detection threshold, then adding the
fluctuations can at times randomly enhance the signal causing

it to exceed the threshold and yield a detection. In the absence
of these fluctuations, if one assumes a monotonic TL, the cu-
mulative probability of detection (CPD) would look like a step
function. This simply means that beyond a certain range, the
signal is below the detection threshold and is never detected and
for closer ranges, the detection threshold is exceeded and the
signal is always detected. This type of step function detection
behavior is unrealistic in practice. The fluctuations create extra
detection opportunities and cause this transition to be more of a
smoothed version of a step function with the amount of smooth-
ing dependent on the specifics of the fluctuations. Therefore,
a model of signal fluctuations is needed to determine how an
associated CPD curve transitions away from step-like.

In general, it is difficult to measure and quantify the indi-
vidual factors that contribute to TL fluctuations. Further, even
if one were to carefully measure fluctuations, these could vary
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Fig. 9. Example TL sensitivity to combined effects of seabed and oceanographic uncertainty in the Southwest survey area for source depth = 25 m and source
frequency = 250Hz. The horizontal red line in each plot is the estimated local FOM. Left column: TL uncertainty versus range. Right column: TL mean (solid
blue line) and standard deviation (dashed blue lines) versus range. Rows: Receiver depths = 30, 60, 120, and 300 m.

depending on local conditions at a specific time. In the absence
of measurements, what is needed for this analysis is a reasonable
model that can be considered typical. Here, the statistics of the
fluctuations are taken based on the work of Dyer [2]. In this
analysis, using the Dyer notation, the pressure field time series
at a single frequency ω is made up of a sum of N multipath
signals each with amplitudes An and phase φn given by

p (t) =

√
2

N
τ

N∑
n = 1

An cos (ωt− φn) (1)

with τ accounting for the mean TL such that the amplitudes
An can be modeled with Gaussian distributed statistics with zero
mean and standard deviation of one. The phase φn is assumed
to be uniformly distributed between 0− 2π.

For the cases considered here, it is reasonable to assume this
type of multipath environment with source–receiver motion as
well as internal waves and potentially scattering leading to the

statistical representations for An and φn. The frequency domain
pressure field p(ω) is estimated using a short time Fourier
transform (e.g., STFT). Further, as in [2], it is assumed that
the amplitudes and phase are stationary over a short averaging
time needed to transform the time domain p(t) to the frequency
domain. The short-time-averaged magnitude-squared pressure
〈|p(ω)|2〉s.t.av. can be written as〈

|p (ω)|2
〉
s.t.av.

= τ2

⎡
⎣
(

N∑
n = 1

An cosφn

)2

+

(
N∑

n = 1

An sinφn

)2
⎤
⎦ (2)

where the 〈·〉 brackets and subscript s.t.av. are used to indicate
the short time average. The TL is then given by

TL (ω) = −10log10

〈
|p (ω)|2

〉
s.t.av.

. (3)
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Fig. 10. North survey area measured AN. Left: AN power spectrum from 50 to 500 Hz. Right: AN power distribution in 250 Hz band.

Fig. 11. Southeast survey area measured AN. Left: AN power spectrum from 50 to 500 Hz. Right: AN power distribution in 250 Hz band.

Dyer derives the probability distribution for the natural log of
〈|p(ω)|2〉s.t.av. as

P (y)=

(
1

2σ2

)
exp

(
y − exp (y)

2σ2

)
,−∞ < y ≤ ln

(
τ2N

)
.

(4)
The fluctuations are represented by the standard deviation,

which for the above distribution is σ = π/
√
6. This needs to be

converted from σ in natural log (lnx) to σTL for TL that is in

log base 10. Therefore, we obtain

σTL = − 10log10exp

(
π√
6

)

= − π√
6
10log10 exp (1) ≈ 5.6 dB (5)

as reported in [2]. Interestingly, the mean TL τ as well as the
amplitudes An and the number of multipath N are significant
only for determining the mean value of the pressure field. But, as
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Fig. 12. Southwest survey area measured AN. Left: AN power spectrum from 50 to 500 Hz. Right: AN power distribution in 250 Hz band.

can be seen, the TL fluctuations represented by σTL is a constant
of about 5.6 dB regardless of the other parameters. Here we have
also made the simplifying assumption that the Dyer fluctuations
are normally distributed.

There are, of course, various ways σTL can be higher or
lower. The time-bandwidth product can play an important role
as shown by Makris [22]. The σTLused here is strictly only
valid for time-bandwidth product of one and can be reduced
(e.g., to a value close to 2 dB for time-bandwidth product of 10
as shown in [22, Fig. 3]). However, the analysis here can be
conducted for any time-bandwidth product by adjusting σTL.
Similarly, σTL can increase with the inclusion of individual
interferers such as nearby ships [2]; however, this baseline value
with time-bandwidth of one and no interferers is one that is
reasonable to assume in the absence of a different sonar system
specification and knowledge about expected interferers.

III. APPROACH

A. Search Metric Calculation

Assume that a search operation is conducted over a time
interval [0,T]. Search can be thought of as a sequence of discrete
glimpses (as in the case of active sonar pings) or as a continuous
looking process (as in passive sonar operations). The instanta-
neous probability of detection Pd(t) is the probability that the
target is detected at a specific location and time t in [0,T] under
specific sensor-target-environmental conditions. The cumulative
probability of detection, CPD(t) at time t, is the probability that
the target is detected at least once in the time interval [0,t].

Pd(t) is computed briefly as follows [23], [24]. For a single
passive sensor, mean signal excess SE can be expressed as

SE = SL− TL − (AN − DI)− RD (6)

where SL= source level, TL= transmission loss, AN= ambient
noise, DI= directivity index, and RD= recognition differential,

all expressed in decibels. RD is defined to be the signal-to-noise
ratio at the sensor for which Pd = 0.5. Hence, when SE(t) = 0,
Pd(t) = 0.5. Under the assumption that the true signal excess SE
equals SE plus a random component

SE (t) = SE (t)+ξ (t). (7)

Pd(t) is computed as follows:

Pd (t)= Prob {SE (t)> 0}= Prob{ξ (t)> −SE (t) }. (8)

Following [24], we assume that the fluctuation term, ξ(t), is
well represented by a Poisson process. Time intervals between
SE “jumps” are given by independent draws from an exponential
distribution with mean 1/λ time units and the fluctuation levels
at each jump are drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0
and standard deviation σ. From this, it follows that:

Pd (t) = 1− Φ

(−SE (t)

σ

)
= Φ

(
SE (t)

σ

)
(9)

where Φ is the cumulative normal distribution function. Note
that this σ is equivalent to the Dyer σTL of Section II-F.

Search effort is generally expended in support of some follow-
on action or actions to be executed once a detection occurs.
These actions could be military related (e.g., preplanned offen-
sive, defensive, or intelligence collection actions) or nonmilitary
related (e.g., actions in support of counting and localizing marine
mammal populations). Longer detection ranges are obviously
better than shorter ranges; but more significantly, there are often
critical ranges at which detection must occur in support of a
desired objective. CPD quantifies the likelihood of achieving
detections at or outside these critical ranges and hence is of key
interest to search planners.

CPD(t) is computed as follows:

CPD (t) = Prob{SE (t0)

+ ξ (t0) > 0 for at least one t0 in [0,t] }. (10)
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In accordance with the Kettelle λ−σ algorithm [24], the
acoustic fluctuation term ξ(t) is modeled here as a λ−σ process.
An associated Monte Carlo approach [24] for computing CPD(t)
can be briefly summarized as follows.

1) Compute the mean signal excess SE(t).
2) Assume that the true signal excess SE(t) = SE(t) + ξ(t).
3) Assume ξ(t) can be modeled as a λ−σ process, e.g.,

ξ(t) ∼ N(0, σ2
SE) with random fluctuation times deter-

mined via draws from an exponential distribution with
mean 1/λ time units.

4) Use Monte Carlo methods to model this process and record
times when SE(t) > 0 for m-of-n successive looks (in this
analysis, we assume a detection occurs when SE > 0 in at
least eight of 10 consecutive analysis time steps).

5) CPD(t) = Nd/N, where Nd equals the number of replica-
tions satisfying the detection criteria in (0,t) and N equals
the total number of replications.

6) In the same fashion, use Monte Carlo methods to compute
uncertainty bounds on CPD given estimated model/data
uncertainties in mean SE. Uncertainties in mean SE are
derived from the results of Sections II-D and II-E.

When modeling a distributed field of receivers, the spatial
correlation between receivers must be accounted for. If there
was no correlation between receivers, each receiver k would
have an independent λ−σ process ξk(t) ∼ N(0,σ2

k) as described
above. At the other extreme, if the receivers were fully correlated
there would be one λ−σ process ξc(t) ∼ N(0,σ2

c ) common to all
receivers. Hence for simplicity, and given the typically large
uncertainties associated with real-world acoustic performance
prediction parameters, we define ρ to be the correlation between
any two receivers in the distributed field and the λ−σ process at
the kth receiver to be

ξ (t) = (1− ρ) ξk (t) + ρξc (t) (11)

where we also assume that

σk = σc =
σSE√

1− 2ρ+ 2ρ2
(12)

so that the overall λ−σ process ξ(t) ∼ N(0, σ2
SE). The value of

ρ used in this analysis is 0.5; in a real-world analysis, ρ would
need to be determined via experimental or analytic means.

B. Receiver Placement Optimization

In this section, we describe a two-step receiver placement
optimization that is used to pick NR receiver placements (lat-
itude, longitude, and depth) that collectively provide optimal
sensor coverage over a search area and relevant source depths.
The purpose of this optimization is to provide the means for
estimating the potential value-added of increased environmental
awareness on passive receiver planning and execution effective-
ness. The method is necessarily discrete in location and depth
since ocean forecast data is also discrete, e.g., the NESBA
NCOM forecasts have 1 km × 1 km spatial resolution with
50 depth layers and 3-h forecast time increments. Hence, the
resulting receiver placements are optimal relative to the discrete
receiver placement grid and assumed discrete source depths
(e.g., 25–150 m in steps of 25 m) and associated probabilities

Fig. 13. Area coverage calculation performed for each potential receiver
placement pi and source depth.

that the source would operate at each depth. The optimization
employs a Greedy algorithm in Step 1 followed by an integer
genetic algorithm (GA) in Step 2 to determine optimal receiver
location and depth placements. The Greedy algorithm solution
is used to seed the GA initial population matrix. The GA is
then used to probabilistically search for the globally optimal
placement of NR receivers.

It is furthermore assumed that there is an initial source de-
tection, perhaps nonacoustic, at time T = 0 with an estimated
mean location and associated area of uncertainty (AOU). There
is also an assumed associated time T = t1 at which assets
could arrive on station for receiver placement operations and
an assumed receiver endurance D. Hence, the search operation
is assumed to take place in the time interval [t1, t1+D]. From
these assumptions, a search area S is defined encompassing the
locus of possible source locations during the search operation
time window based on assessed source intentions (e.g., objective
destination) and likely source speed of advance. Section IV-A
presents a simple example of this search area calculation.

In Step 1, the Greedy placement optimization successively
places NR receivers on the placement grid P formed by the
intersection of the NCOM 1 km × 1 km forecast grid and the
search area S (in location) and a set of possible receiver depths
(e.g., 30, 60, 120, 300 m). The first receiver placement is the
node location pi ∈ P that provides the maximum area coverage
of the search area S summed over all assumed source depths and
weighted by the associated source depth probabilities. The area
coverage calculation for each source depth is pictured in Fig. 13.
The center node location denoted by the blue dot is the latitude
and longitude location associated with pi and the calculation
pictured in Fig. 13 is computed for each possible source depth
layer. MDR is computed along each of the eight pictured radials
(45° – 360° in steps of 45°) based upon the assumed ocean
forecast data, AN, and local seabed parameters assumed to be
available to the receiver placement decision maker. The coverage
“rosette” is the shaded area formed by the polygon connecting
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the eight MDR end locations radiating from the location of the
pi node. The area of the rosette can be approximated by the sum
of the “area” attribute values of the grid nodes lying within the
rosette, which in the case of Fig. 13 is 14 km2 (since the default
“area” attribute of all nodes in a 1 km × 1 km grid = 1 km2). The
optimization metric value associated with placement node pi is
hence given by

Ai =

NS∑
j=1

aij · αj (13)

where NS is the number of source depths considered, aij is the
rosette area for receiver placement pi and source depth j, and αj

is the probability that the source operates at depth j. The first
receiver placement is selected to be the latitude, longitude, and
depth node that maximizes this metric over the entire placement
grid P.

Once this placement is made, the “area” attribute associated
with each node lying within the NS rosettes (in each of the NS

source depth grids) is reduced from a default value of 1 to 0 km2.
This has the impact of removing any payoff associated with
placing subsequent receivers with area coverages overlapping
that of the first or other prior receiver placements. Alternate
“area” attribute reductions can be used to generate different
receiver placement behavior. Subsequent receiver placements
are determined in precisely the same fashion as that for the first
receiver placement.

In Step 2, the Greedy algorithm solution is then used to
seed the GA initial population matrix. The GA, implemented
using the MATLAB ga.m function, employs the same objective
function used in Step 1 Greedy optimization. Note that GA
algorithms provide a global optimization technique that often
converges to the global minima when applied with the right
settings. GAs, however, are completely probabilistic and the
goodness of the result depends on the randomness of the process,
the length of the chromosomes in individuals, and the number
of individuals in the population.

C. Source Motion Optimization

Assume a threat with a level of environmental awareness
characterized by an ocean state estimate (e.g., a monthly cli-
matology or an ocean model forecast) and an estimate of omni-
directional AN versus frequency. Also, assume that the threat’s
initial position is characterized with a spatial uncertainty ellipse
and that its objective is to transit to a specific location while
minimizing its own likelihood of being counter-detected. In
this section, we define an approach for generating threat sam-
ple paths consistent with the threat’s initial uncertainty ellipse
that minimize the threat’s chance of being counter-detected (in
accordance with its level of environmental awareness) while
also achieving its end-state goal of transiting to the objective
location.

This problem is solved using Dijkstra’s algorithm [25]. Dijk-
stra’s algorithm is an algorithm for finding the shortest (rel-
ative to a cost or distance metric) path between nodes in
a graph.

Fig. 14. Source routing graph construction.

We introduce the following standard graph theory definitions
[26] to facilitate the discussion of the source motion optimization
method employed in this analysis. A graph G is defined as a set
of nodes N̄ = (n1, . . . , np), edges Ē = [(s1, t1), . . . , (sq, tq)],
and edge weights W̄ = (w1, . . . , wq), where each si and tj are
elements of N̄ and the kth element of W̄ is the cost associated
with edge Ek = (sk, tk). A simple graph is a graph with at most
one edge from any node ni to any other node nj .

We construct the threat motion simple graph G as follows.
1) The nodes of G coincide with the 3-D spatial grid

spanning the threat’s geographic area of interest with
1 km × 1 km × 25 m spacing (latitude × longitude
× depth).

2) The edges of G are constructed so that each node A has
edges connecting to its eight closest latitude–longitude
neighbors as pictured in Fig. 14.

3) The weight of each node A to node B edge is equal to
the threat counter-detection potential at node B across
all possible receiver depths. This potential is captured by
computing the fraction F of nodes within 5 km of B, for
each receiver depth, that are within MDR of B. Higher
values of F are indicative of higher likelihoods of source
counter-detection.

4) In addition, each A to B edge has an assumed target
depth equal to the best (i.e., minimum counter-detection
potential) source depth (evaluated at B) with respect to the
source’s assumed environmental awareness.

Once graph G has been constructed, Dijkstra’s algorithm [25]
can be employed to find the shortest path (where shortest=min-
imum summed counter-detection potential) from any starting
node m to any destination node n [27][

Ēm|n, cm|n
]
= shortestpath (G,m, n) (14)

where Ēm|n is the vector of edge indices associated with the
shortest path and cm|n is the total cost associated with Ēm|n.
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Fig. 15. Sample problem geometry.

A modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm can find the short-
est path from all nodes in G to any destination node n in G [27]

{[
Ēm|n, cm|n

]
, m = 1 . . . p

}
= shortestpathtree (G,n)

(15)
where again Ēm|n is the vector of edge indices associated with
the shortest path from node m to node n and cm|n is the total cost
associated with Ēm|n.

IV. RESULTS

A. Sample Problem

The goal of this article is to demonstrate the potential utility of
the optimal configuration of a field of passive receivers versus an
environmentally aware source with end-state goals, leveraging
the data collected during the Spring of 2021 NESBA Signals
and Noise Experiment. This optimization is designed to provide
an acoustic system operator with actionable guidance relating to
optimal distributed receiver locations and depths and likely mean
source detection times and associated uncertainties as a function
of source and receiver levels of environmental awareness. This
demonstration is conducted in the context of the sample problem
illustrated in Fig. 15. In this problem, it is assumed that the source
is detected, perhaps nonacoustically, at time t = 0 with the area
AOU pictured in the figure. It is assumed that follow-on acoustic
search assets are available such that it is feasible to deploy a
distributed field of passive receivers by time t = t1 and that the
search goal is to redetect the source as quickly as possible but no
later than time t = t2. The environmental awareness of the sonar
operator in the baseline or “pre-NESBA” case is assumed to be
based on a single CTD measurement and database values for
AN and seabed parameters. In the enhanced or “NESBA” case,

sonar operator awareness is assumed to be based on the NESBA
NCOM baseline forecast (described above in Section II-B) and
NESBA measured AN (see Section II-E) and measured seabed
parameters (see Section II-C).

The source is assumed to have the goal of transiting to a
specific location within the pictured source destination AOU
as quickly as possible while minimizing the chances of being
counter-detected. Two source environmental awareness cases
are considered: in the first, source environmental awareness is
based on climatology [e.g., Generalized Digital Environmental
Model (GDEM) [28]] and in the second, source awareness is
based on forecast data from a global ocean model (e.g., Global
Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) [29] or equivalent).
In both cases, source AN and seabed parameters are derived from
standard databases.

The search area is defined to be the area between an arc
centered on the initial source AOU with radius r1 equal to the
likely source “furthest on range” at time t = t1 and the arc (also
centered on the initial source AOU) with radius r2 equal to the
likely source “furthest on range” at time t = t2, as pictured in
Fig. 15.

The ground truth ocean environment is assumed to be well
represented by the NCOM nature environment described in
Section II-B.

In this illustration, it is assumed that 30 receivers can be
deployed within the search area, each at one of four possible
depths (30, 60, 120, 300 m), and that the source can operate at any
one of six possible depths (25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 m). We also
assume that receiver monitoring capabilities exist sufficient to
receive data from all receivers simultaneously during the search
operation.

Table III summarizes the sonar operator and source cases
considered in the remainder of this section.
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TABLE III
SOURCE AND RECEIVER CASES CONSIDERED

TABLE IV
SOURCE MOTION CASES AND ACOUSTIC MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

B. Source Motion Versus Environmental Awareness

In this section, we present the results of the source motion
optimization algorithm described in Section III-C as applied to
NESBA forecast data generated on May 5, 2021 for GMT hours
000 to 003. Early May 2021 was a NESBA time-period during
which frequent CTD measurements were taken. Source motion
is computed here for the two levels of source environmental
awareness listed in Table III.

1) GDEM: GDEM [28] is a 4-D (latitude, longitude, depth,
month) database of average temperature and salinity ver-
sus depth profiles. Most relevant sources could be expected
to have knowledge of GDEM or equivalent.

2) Global HYCOM: HYCOM [29] is the Navy’s operational
global ocean forecast model. Some relevant sources may
have occasional access to forecast data from a global ocean
model such as HYCOM or equivalent.

In addition, for comparison purposes, source motion results
are also presented here assuming that the source has environmen-
tal awareness equivalent to that provided by the NESBA NCOM
baseline and nature forecasts. Relevant acoustic modeling as-
sumptions for each of these source motion cases are provided
in Table IV. Source knowledge of the seabed is assumed to be
equivalent to data contained in the BST database and source
knowledge of AN equivalent to Wentz curves. The source is
also assumed to correctly guess that the opposition will try

to counter-detect with passive buoys and acoustic processing
having known capabilities.

The detailed computational steps required to execute optimal
source motions are as follows.

1) Employ the RAM [20], [21] to compute gridded TL data
over the entire operations area pictured in Fig. 15 as a func-
tion of source latitude and longitude, source-to-receiver
radial (0°–360° in steps of 45°), receiver depth, source
depth, and source-to-receiver range.

2) Compute gridded MDR (i.e., SE=0 range) as a function of
source latitude, longitude, and depth, receiver depth, and
source-to-receiver radial. MDR also depends upon AN,
RD, and DI.

3) Compute gridded best source depths and associated min-
imum MDR values (averaged over all receiver depths and
radials) as a function of source latitude and longitude. Best
source depth is the source depth with minimum counter-
detection MDR, indicative of a high loss and/or high AN
path, and hence minimum counter-detection potential.

These minimum MDR values are used to compute the Dijkstra
graph edge weights as discussed in Section III-C and associated
best source depths are used to set the source depths associated
with each graph edge.

Fig. 16 shows the minimum MDR values (again averaged
over all receiver depths and radials) interpolated to 1 km spatial
resolution (left panel) and best source depths (right panel) for
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Case Sonar Operator Assumptions Source Assumptions 

Environmental awareness based on a single CTD 
Environmental awareness -
based on GDEM [28] or 

measurement 
Baseline 

Database AN (e.g., Wentz [9]) 
equivalent 

-
(pre-NESBA) Environmental awareness 

- Database seabed parameters ( e.g., bottom based on global HYCOM [29] 
sediment type BST database [30]) or equivalent 

- Environmental awareness based on NESBA Environmental awareness 
NCOM baseline forecast (see Section II- B) based on GDEM [28] or 

Enhanced - AN derived from NESBA measurements (see equivalent 

(NESBA) Section II -E) Environmental awareness 
- Seabed parameters derived from NESBA based on global HYCOM [29] 

measurements ( see Section II -C) or equivalent 

Case Oceanography Seabed AN 
Counter-Detection 

Awareness 

A GDEM Source assumes that 

B HYCOM 
opposition force will 

BST database Wentz curve data [8] use passive buoys 

C NCOM Baseline [30] or equivalent or equivalent with known acoustic 

D NCOMNature 
parameters to re-

detect 
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Fig. 16. GDEM minimum mean MDRs (left) and best source depth (right).

Fig. 17. HYCOM minimum mean MDRs (left) and best source depth (right).

GDEM. Fig. 17 shows the same information for HYCOM.
For the sake of comparison, Figs. 18 and 19 show the same
information for NCOM baseline and NCOM nature, respec-
tively. The effects of GDEM low spatial resolution (∼30 km)
versus HYCOM medium spatial resolution (∼10 km) versus
NCOM high spatial resolution (∼1 km) are readily apparent in
these four figures. There is general consistency, however, from
GDEM to HYCOM to NCOM baseline and nature forecasts.
Note again that these minimum MDR and corresponding best
source depth values are used to determine Dijkstra edge weights
and associated source depths.

For GDEM- or HYCOM-based source motion (the two cases
considered in the analysis that follows), source motion in the
search area pictured in Fig. 15 (with latitudes greater than 39.9N)
has best source depths greater than or equal to 125 m (i.e., 125 m
or 150 m). These depths correspond to GDEM or HYCOM
predicted minimum MDRs and hence minimum potential for
counter-detection. It will be assumed in the distributed receiver
placement optimization calculations described in Section IV-C

that the opposing sonar operator recognizes that the source is
most likely to operate at these depths.

Figs. 20–23 show in the left panel the source initial AOU
(red ellipse) and destinations (random locations denoted “+” in
the southern half of the search area) and in the right panel the
resulting optimal source routes from the center of the source ini-
tial AOU (white lines) for GDEM, HYCOM, NCOM baseline,
and NCOM nature, respectively. CPD is computed as a Monte
Carlo simulation for random source starting locations within the
initial AOU and random destination locations within the source
destination AOU.

C. Distributed Receiver Placements

In this section, we present the results of the receiver placement
optimization algorithm described in Section III-B, as applied to
NESBA forecast data generated on May 5, 2021 for GMT hours
000 to 003. Receiver placements are computed here for the two
levels of receiver operator environmental awareness described
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Fig. 18. NCOM baseline minimum mean MDRs (left) and best source depth (right).

Fig. 19. NCOM nature minimum mean MDRs (left) and best source depth (right).

Fig. 20. Source initial AOU and destinations (left) and illustrative GDEM based optimal routes (right).
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Fig. 21. Source initial AOU and destinations (left) and illustrative HYCOM based optimal routes (right).

Fig. 22. Source initial AOU and destinations (left) and illustrative NCOM Baseline based optimal routes (right).

Fig. 23. Source initial AOU and destinations (left) and illustrative NCOM Nature optimal routes (right).
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TABLE V
RECEIVER PLACEMENT CASES CONSIDERED

Fig. 24. Baseline (pre-NESBA) receiver placements with bathymetry overlay.

in Table III. Two receiver placement methods are evaluated as
described below and summarized in Table V.

1) Baseline (pre-NESBA): In the baseline case, when only
one (or a few) CTD measurements are assumed to be
available, a simulated CTD is used to compute a typical
MDR and best depth that are used to characterize the full
search area. In this case, one might reasonably decide to
deploy the receiver array with uniform spacing (where
spacing= some multiple of MDR) and uniform depth. The
simulated CTD measurement is sampled from the NCOM
nature forecast (since this is assumed here to represent the
true ocean state) within the search area pictured in Fig. 15.
The CTD measurement location is selected to coincide
with average receiver detection capabilities within the
search area versus a source operating at its best depth. An

MDR for each receiver depth at the CTD measurement
location is computed as an average over all radials and
relevant source depths and the receiver depth with the
greatest average MDR is selected as the depth of the
receiver array.

2) Enhanced (NESBA): In the enhanced case, we assume that
the NCOM baseline forecast is known, which is employed
with the receiver placement optimization described in
Section III-B to determine optimal receiver locations and
depths within the search area pictured in Fig. 15. In this
calculation, the source is assumed to be operating at its best
depth, which in this case is 125 or 150 m, as discussed in
Section IV-B.

Fig. 24 shows the baseline (pre-NESBA) single CTD
measurement-based receiver placements and (single) depth. In
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Fig. 25. Baseline (pre-NESBA) receiver MDR rosettes for each source depth.

this case, the MDR associated with the simulated CTD mea-
surement is 1.98 km and the associated best receiver depth is
60 m. An arced east-west oriented barrier is deployed midway
between the inner arc (positioned 5 nm from the initial source
AOU center) and the outer arc (positioned 20 nm from the AOU
center). Receiver spacing is assumed to be equal to 1 × MDR.

Fig. 25 shows the individual receiver MDR rosettes associ-
ated with each baseline receiver location versus each source
depth. The rosette at each receiver location is formed by the
latitude–longitude polygon with corners formed by the one
MDR end points along the eight radials emanating from the
receiver location at 45°–360° in steps of 45°. Note again that
under the source environmental awareness assumptions (GDEM

or HYCOM) described in Table IV, best target depths in the
search area are limited to 125 or 150 m.

Fig. 26 shows the enhanced NESBA optimal receiver place-
ments and depths with receiver depths noted in meters. Sonar
operator environmental awareness is assumed to be based on the
NCOM baseline forecast. Fig. 27 shows the individual receiver
MDR rosettes associated with each optimal (NESBA) receiver
location and depth versus each target depth. Note again that
under the target environmental awareness assumptions (GDEM
or HYCOM) described in Table IV, best target depths in the
search area are limited to 125 or 150 m. The color overlays show
best MDR values (averaged over all radials) versus location and
source depth.
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Fig. 26. Optimal (NESBA) receiver placements with bathymetry overlay and receiver depths noted in meters.

Inspection of Figs. 25 and 27, for relevant source depths
125 and 150 m, provides a visual capture of the impact of
the receiver optimization algorithm. For target depths 125 and
150 m, the optimal (NESBA) receiver placements in Fig. 26
provide significantly more search area coverage versus the
baseline (pre-NESBA) receiver placements shown in Fig. 24.
The search effectiveness impact of this is quantified for
this example in the following section in terms of the CPD
metric.

D. Operational Effectiveness Metrics

In this section, we present the CPD results for the four source
and receiver cases described in Table IV. CPD is computed in ac-
cordance with the search metric calculation approach described
in Section III-A. These results are based upon the following
input data assumptions.

1) Ground Truth Ocean State: SE calculations are based upon
the NCOM nature forecast (see Section II-B), which is
used here as the best representation of true ocean state.

2) Mean SE: Mean SE is computed based on range-
dependent TL and NESBA measured AN (see
Section II-E).

3) SE Fluctuation Statistics: SE fluctuation statistics are
modeled as described in Section II-F.

4) Uncertainty in Mean SE: Uncertainty in mean SE
is computed based on NESBA seabed measurements
(see Section II-C), NCOM ensemble forecasts (see

Section II-B), and NESBA AN measurements (see
Section II-E).

5) Monte Carlo Replications: These CPD results are based on
5000 Monte Carlo replications. Each replication assumes
a randomly selected source track (see Figs. 20–23) and
the optimal receiver placements and depths (Fig. 26) in
the enhanced (NESBA) case or the baseline placements
and depths (Fig. 24) in the baseline (pre-NESBA) case.

Fig. 28 shows CPD results for optimal receiver placements
and depths (left panel) versus baseline (single CTD) receiver
placements and depths (right panel) in the Southwest survey
area assuming source routing is based upon GDEM. These
plots show CPD versus range in km from the center of the
initial source AOU. The solid blue line shows mean CPD versus
range and the blue shaded area shows CPD uncertainty bounds
(16 and 84 percentiles). In the optimal placement case, a high
confidence CPD of 0.5 is attained at 12 km from the AOU center,
whereas in the baseline case, a highly uncertain CPD of 0.5 is
not attained until approximately 21 km from the AOU center.
Optimal receiver placements and depths hence provide substan-
tial operational value-added when the source routing is based
on GDEM. The uncertainty reduction in the optimal placement
case is due to the use of NESBA seabed and AN measure-
ments and NCOM ensemble forecasts. The larger uncertainties
in the baseline placement case are due to the use of seabed,
oceanography, and AN database derived estimates versus
measurements.

Similarly, Fig. 29 shows CPD results for optimal receiver
placements and depths (left panel) versus baseline (single CTD)
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Fig. 27. Optimal (NESBA) receiver MDR rosettes for each source depth.

receiver placements and depths (right panel) in the Southwest
survey area assuming source routing is based upon global HY-
COM. In this case, there is still CPD range and uncertainty
reduction in the optimal placement case, but it is lessened due
to the assumption that the source has access to global HYCOM
(or equivalent) forecasts for routing.

Finally, Fig. 30 shows CPD results for optimal receiver place-
ments and depths (left panel) versus baseline (single CTD)
receiver placements and depths (right panel) in the Southwest
survey area assuming source routing is based upon the NCOM
baseline forecast. In this case, there is still uncertainty reduction
in the optimal placement case, but CPD range improvements

are largely eliminated due to improved source environmental
awareness.

V. DISCUSSION

In this article, we have demonstrated an approach for the opti-
mization of a field of passive receivers versus an environmentally
aware source with end-state goals. This optimization is designed
to provide an acoustic system operator with actionable guidance
relating to optimal distributed receiver locations and depths and
likely mean source detection times and associated uncertainties
as a function of source and receiver levels of environmental
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Fig. 28. CPD results for optimal (left panel) versus baseline (right panel) receiver placements and source routing based on GDEM.

Fig. 29. CPD results for optimal (left panel) versus baseline (right panel) receiver placements and source routing based on HYCOM.

awareness. The main contribution of this work pertains to the use
of advanced ocean modeling and environmental sensing in the
capture of operational metric uncertainties while accounting for
source and receiver levels of environmental awareness versus the
specific optimization approach employed. Specifically, NESBA
experimental data has been used to estimate TL uncertainties
due to uncertainties in oceanography (using NCOM ensemble
forecast data) and seabed characteristics (using passive seabed
characterization measurements) and AN levels and uncertainties
due to winds, waves, and the presence of fishing/shipping traffic.
The statistics of random statistical fluctuations in received signal
due to moving inhomogeneities in the sea (caused by source and
receiver motion as well as surface and internal waves) have been
estimated based on the work of Dyer [2].

It is also important to note that while this demonstration
has been conducted for relatively simple source and receiver
behaviors and geometries (that of a point A to point B source with
environmental awareness versus distributed passive receivers)
and analysis objective (select best passive receiver locations and
depths), this methodology is not limited to this case and could
be extended to more general operational situations as follows.

1) Source Behavior: Different source behaviors can be con-
sidered including optimal or probabilistic depths and ap-
proach tracks or sectors. Multiple source frequencies and
source levels can be accounted for.

2) Receiver Types: The methodology demonstrated here for
combining advanced ocean modeling and environmen-
tal sensing with a passive receiver optimization can be
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Fig. 30. CPD results for optimal (left panel) versus baseline (right panel) receiver placements and source routing based on NCOM baseline.

extended for use with more complex optimization ap-
proaches for other types of distributed receivers, e.g.,
bistatic or multistatic acoustics.

3) Operational Situations: The methodology can be applied
to a wide range of operational situations including but
not limited to area search, barrier search, screening, and
intelligence collection operations.

4) Analysis Objectives: Possible applications of this method-
ology include but are not limited to receiver configuration
optimization, source behavior optimization, and assess-
ment of the likely impact of enhanced environmental
awareness due to projected enhancements in ocean en-
vironment modeling and sensing.

Finally, it is also important to note that the acoustic measure-
ments and modeling employed here, including high-resolution
NCOM ensemble forecasts, are current operational capabilities
available to industry, government, and military end users. In
addition, the CPD calculation approach proposed here is ideally
suited to ashore cloud-based computing with landline connec-
tivity to sources of ensemble forecast data. Low-bandwidth
end-user prediction requests and result dissemination are well
suited to shipboard user support.

VI. CONCLUSION

The conclusions we have drawn from this work can hence be
briefly summarized as follows.

1) Deterministic sonar performance predictions can be
highly misleading due to typically high levels of uncer-
tainty in TL and AN as well as other factors impacting
the calculation of SE. Despite this fact, ocean acoustic
predictions are not generally presented to acoustic system
operators with uncertainty bounds.

2) CPD is a widely accepted operational metric applicable to
a broad range of sonar system use cases. Current gener-
ation onboard and offboard environmental measurement

and ocean modeling capabilities can be leveraged to com-
pute CPD with explicit estimates of total and marginal
(due to uncertainties in oceanography, seabed, and AN)
uncertainty.

3) Recent advances in ocean sensing and modeling are ap-
plicable to this methodology:
a) High-resolution ocean modeling with ensembles can

be used to span the likely space of possible ocean states
thus capturing oceanographic uncertainty levels.

b) A wide range of onboard and offboard acoustic systems
can be employed to measure and monitor directional
AN.

c) Low-cost onboard and offboard through-the-sensor
sensing and processing systems are available for rapid
in situ seabed characterization and uncertainty estima-
tion.

4) Distributed sensor optimization approaches can be suc-
cessfully coupled with advanced ocean modeling and
enhanced environmental sensing to yield substantial im-
provements in distributed sensor performance and perfor-
mance estimation with explicit quantification of relevant
performance uncertainties.

APPENDIX

NCOM AND NAVY COUPLED OCEAN DATA ASSIMILATION

(NCODA) THREE-DIMENSIONAL VARIATIONAL

(3DVAR) SYSTEM

NCOM is the operational regional ocean model for the US
Navy. NCOM is a primitive equation model and uses the hydro-
static and Boussinesq approximations. NCOM has a free sur-
face with terrain-following sigma surfaces overlaid on constant
depth-level surfaces in the interior. The model configuration for
the work shown here employed the Mellor–Yamada Level-2.5
turbulence closure [31] with a third-order upwind horizontal
advection scheme that is naturally diffusive (no explicit diffusion
scheme is used). Lateral boundary conditions are provided by
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the Global Ocean Forecasting System v3.1, which uses the
HYCOM at 1/12° horizontal resolution and the NCODA for data
analysis [32]. Surface atmospheric forcing is provided by the
Navy’s operational global atmospheric model, the Navy Global
Environmental Model [33] at three-hourly intervals. The NCOM
domain used here covers a roughly 6° × 6° region just south of
the New England coast from 73.0° W to 67.0° W longitude and
37.0° N to 42.5° N latitude (see Fig. 3). The domain has 1 km
horizontal resolution with 50 vertical levels (25 sigma levels)
extending past 4500 m depth in the deepest part of the domain.

The data assimilation software used in this work is NCODA,
which utilizes a 3DVAR method [32]. NCODA-3DVAR solves
the following analysis equation:

xa = xb +BHT
(
HBHT +R

)−1
[y −Hxb] (16)

where xa is the analysis state, xb is the prior forecast state, B is the
background error covariance, R is the observation error covari-
ance, H is the observation operator (maps the model state to the
space of the observations), and y is the vector of observations.
For NCODA, the operations of BHT and HBHT are handled
entirely by the covariance as an observation-to-model grid and
observation-to-observation error covariance, respectively

xa = xb +Pom(Poo +R)−1 [y −Hxb] (17)

where Pom is the background error covariance between the
observations and model state and Poo is the background error
covariance between the observations themselves. In NCODA,
the background error covariance is modeled by using a second-
order autoregressive function for horizontal error correlation and
a Gaussian vertical correlation multiplied by an estimate of the
forecast error variance. The forecast error variance is computed
from a climatology of ocean in-situ profiles from the GDEM v4
[34], which produces monthly 3-D error variance fields for the
entire globe. This error is reduced in regions that are recently
sampled by assimilated observations using an estimate of the
analysis error variance (which NCODA produces). This error is
grown back to climatology over a set timescale if the region is not
sampled by observations in subsequent analysis cycles. Standard
observation sources used in these experiments include satellite
SST from the GOES 16, METOP, VIIRS, and ocean-bound
ship observations and NOAA buoys; SSHA from JASON-3,
Sentinel-3A, Sentinel-3B, and SARAL/AltiKa DP; and ocean
temperature and salinity profiles from the ARGO program.

The Relocatable NCOM Ensemble Forecast System (RELO-
EFS): The ocean modeling system RELO (RELOcatable
NCOM) is used here to run the entire suite of ocean observation
processing and assimilation (through NCODA), and modeling
(through NCOM). RELO also has the capacity to run ensemble
forecasts using the ensemble transform (ET) method [35], [36],
[37]. At each analysis time (every 24 h in the work shown here),
the RELO ET transforms perturbations in the ensemble forecast
into new perturbations that have the analysis error variance as
computed by NCODA. To do this, the forecast perturbations and
analysis perturbations of the n-sized model state are defined as

Zf =
1√
k − 1

[
zf1 , z

f
2 , . . . , z

f
k

]

Za =
1√
k − 1

[za1 , z
a
2 , . . . , z

a
k] (18)

where Zf and Za are the set of forecast and analysis perturbations,
respectively, for all k ensemble members. If we examine the ith
ensemble member, the forecast and analysis perturbations can
be defined as zfi = xf

i − x̄fand zai = xa
i − x̂a, where x̄f is the

ensemble mean forecast state and x̂ais the analysis state given
by NCODA (operating on the deterministic forecast state). The
forecast and analysis n × n covariance matrices can, therefore,
be approximated by

Pf = ZfZfT and Pa = ZaZaT. (19)

For a given set of forecast perturbations, the analysis pertur-
bations can be obtained through what is called an “ensemble
transformation” T, such that Za can be defined as

Za = ZfT. (20)

Now it is a matter of deriving the transformation matrix.
NCODA produces the analysis error variance, which comprises
the diagonal elements of Pa. Given this, one can solve the
following eigenvalue problem:

ZfTPa−1
diag Z

f = CΓC−1 (21)

where C contains the column orthonormal eigenvectors of
ZfTPa−1

diag Z
fand Γis a diagonal matrix containing the eigen-

values. The transformation matrix can now be constructed as
T = CG−1/2where G = diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, …, λk-1, α); here, λ

are the eigenvalues contained in Γand α is a constant. Given this
definition of T, the new analysis perturbations can be derived as

Za = ZfCG−1/2CT. (22)

The new analysis perturbations derived in (22) are centered,
i.e., the sum of all perturbations is zero.

For the experiments conducted here, the RELO-EFS is used
to generate and propagate 50 ensemble members, each at 1-km
resolution with 96-h forecasts for each analysis cycle. During
the forecast period of each ensemble member, the atmospheric
surface forcing (provided to NCOM from an offline atmospheric
model) is also uniquely perturbed, thereby increasing the ensem-
ble spread. Perturbations in the atmospheric forcing are derived
by “time-shifting” the fields (stored by the atmospheric model
and read-in by NCOM every 3 h). This time-shifting is done
by linearly interpolating to some random point in-time between
two of the three-hourly output fields provided by the atmospheric
model [36], [37].
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